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GENEALOGICAL RESOURCES ON CHiNESE nAMES:
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sheau-yueh J. Chao

City University of New York
Introduction

The Chinese people possess the oldest and richest genealogical tradition in the world. Family
names were created and used by the Chinese people about 2,800 years ago during the Three
Dynasties, namely, Hsia , Shang, and Chou. Genealogical roots are found in the preoccupation
with their ancestors of the modern Chinese as evidenced in the oracle bone inscriptions of the
Shang Period (ca. 1765-1123 B.C.). Following the Chou conquest of the Shang around 1122
B.C., genealogical history and tradition flourished and was preserved by the government of the
Chou with records of the emperors, lords, and officials.
Genealogical records have always been cherished by mankind, both in ancient and in modern
society. To a Chinese, a sumame is not only a means of identification, but also signifies a bond
with others of the same sumame, whether or not there is any immediate relationshp. A name
traced not only a person's blood relatives and his generation within a family but also his social
status and rank within his community.
Genealogical records were preserved in written form from very early times. There is a great deal
of enthusiasm for genealogical research on Chinese sumames. Most of the documents of this
research were written in vernacular form; without the abihty to read the Chinese language, these
valuable resources would be impossible to access by westem scholars.
So far, no extensive annotated bibliography has been compiled on this subject, collecting
publications in both the English and Chinese languages. For the purpose of assisting East Asian
researchers, librarians, bibliographers, students, and scholars in woriang in genealogical research
on Chinese names, this bibliography is offered as a reference tool. All published works in
English or Chinese were eligiole for inclusion—books, articles, bibliographies, dictionaries,
yearbooks, periodicals, and monographs; preference was, however, given to publications of an
academic rather that a popular nature.
This annotated bibliography provides coverage of materials from the period between 1980 and
1995 and also includes important works of historical value published before 1980. The Wade-Giles
system is used for the transliteration of Chinese materials. English publications that include
Chinese characters transliterated by the author have those transliterations retained in the
bibliographical annotations. For convenience, the vemaclar forms of the Chinese personal names
that appear in the bibliographical citations have been given in East Asian order (i.e., family
names followed by first names) rather than in westem order (i.e.,firstand middle names followed
by family names). There are nearly 220 annotated citations in this bibliography; 162 of them are
in Chinese and 55 in English.
Certain materials may have been omitted because the author is unaware of their existence or
availability here in the United States. A great portion of the Chinese-language publications was
found in the collection of Columbia University's C. V. Starr East Asian Library.
I would appreciate the reader's comments and suggestions for adding more books and articles to
this bibliography which will form part of a book on the same subject to be published in the near
future.
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Chinese Language Publications
Chang, Meng-lung 3 f i£|iS- Han Wei jen ming k'ao ffijfi A ^ i ^ . Yang-chou: Yang-chou
ta hsueh ch'u pan she, 1988.
Analysis of personal names originating in the Han and Wei dynasties. Primary emphasis is on
the explanation of factors which contribute to the naming pattern in these dynasties. The book
also includes genealogical tables of the emperors of the Han and Wei dynasties. Of general and
scholarly use.
Chang,P'i-te g i ¡ £ i # . Tai-wankungts'angtsup'uchieht'i
s.n., 1990.

^.M'&MMiÜMM

S.I.:

Catalog of genealogical collections in public libraries in Taiwan.
Chang, Shu-p'ing J i U l ^ p . Erh nü ming ming hui tien J?,iCl!ri4=i3Psii- T'ai-nan: Hsin
hung ch'u pan she, 1984.
This book shows you how to choose an auspicious Chinese name for your children according to
the name's number of strokes, its meaning and origin, Chinese yin ^ (female) and yang |1§§
(male), wu hsing S i T (^lve torces), pa tzu j \ ^ (eight characters), rhyme, and shape. A list
of suggested names is provided and analyzed by the criteria given. For general readers.
Chang, T'ai-ku 5 5 ^ ^ . Pi ming yin te ^ l ^ a ? \%. T'ai-pei: Wen hai ch'u pan she, 1971.
Index to pseudonyms. The book is arranged by the number of strokes and then by traditional
stroke order. The work contains two parts: a personal name index and a pseudonym index. For
general reference on modern Chinese authors.
Chang, Wei-hsiang ? j f t l i l - Li tai hui tzup'u J ^ ^ l t ^ l f . S.L: s.n., 1932.
A list of taboo names from each dynasty. The book contains a compilation of characters,
arranged by the rhymes of Chinese sounds, of limited or restricted use. Reasons for their
restricted use include: conflict on sound, rhyme, place name, official rank, or total number of
strokes with the names of Chinese emperors and government ofncials.
Chang shihchihp'u J g ^ i ^ f l * . S.I.: s.n., 1988.
A branch genealogy of the Chang family.
Chao, Kung-i jjjfl^tjflt Chung-kuo hsing shih chien ming tz'u tien
Pei-ching: Ch'ang ch'eng ch'u pan she, 1988.

^ ^ I I ^ J H ^ S S T ^ -

A compact dictionary of Chinese surnames. The volume contains a collection of 3,660 names
arranged by Hanyu pinyin. For general reference.
Chao shih tsup'u i S ^ i ^ I ^ . T'ai-pei: Hsin sheng ch'u pan shu, 1973.
The genealogical history of the Chao family. Traces historical lineage of contemporary Chao
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families in Taiwan and includes a collection of photos of Chao family members.
Ch'en, Ch'eng-chih |?Jitisi/¿. A biographical and bibliographical dictionary of Chinese authors
= Chung-kuo chu tso chia tz'u tien 4 * ^ i ^ ^ S i ^ - 2 vols. New York: Oriental
Society, 1976.
This dictionary contains over 4,000 names of Chinese authors compiled by Mr. Chen from
international works published prior to 1970. Arranged alphabetically by Chinese sumame in
romanized form, the dictionary carnes biographical records of authors with their Chinese names,
birth and death dates, and the author's works listed in their original titles. A contnbution of
western scholarship on China. For both advanced scholars and students of Oriental studies.
Ch'en, Chieh-hsien RjftiSife. Chung-kuo ti tsup'u ^M&Ü^Wyuan wen hua chien she wei yuan hui, 1984.

T'ai-pei: Hsingcheng

Introduction to Chinese genealogy including history, origin, and a step-by-step guide to tracing
your own family history. For general use.
Ch'en, Han-chen | $ t $ ^ i ^ . Shih chieh Ch'en shih tsung ch'in ta tsup'u i S | ? | S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
$ £ ! § . T'ai-pei: Hua mao ch'u pan she, 1983.
A comprehensive multilineage genealogy of the Ch'en family. The family ranks as the largest of
families in the population of Taiwan.
Ch'en, I-wen |^.5fejS$. Pai chia hsing " g ^ ^ f e . T'ai-pei: Shih feng ch'u pan she, 1991.
More than 400 commonly used Chinese surnames are introduced in this book. For general use.
Ch'en, Kuo-wei ^ . ^ ¿ t . Chiang-chou I-men Ch'en shih tsung p'u ?X'J11IiF3I^.R¡7T?!i
Singapore: Nanyang Khek Community Ch'en Shih Association, 1983.
The genealogy of the I-men Ch'en clan from Chiang-chou, China. Traces the genealogical
history of the Ch'en family from the founder, Yü-ti Shun (acceded 2255 B.C.) to the ninety-first
generation of his descendants in the Ming dynasty (A.D. 1368-1628).
Ch'en, Mei-kuei |$t J ^ i e - T'ai-wan ch'ü tsup'u mu / « S i ^ l S ^ I ? @H<- SI: T'ai-wan
sheng ko hsing li shih yuan yuan fa chan yen chiu hsueh hui, 1987.
Catalog of Chinese genealogies in Taiwan. The volume contains 10,613 items on genealogical
subjects. It covers records collected in Taiwan between 1975 and 1985 as the result of the
Genealogical Society of Utah's "Taiwan Project." Comprehensive. For scholarly research and
general use.
Ch'en, Ming-yuan l ^ ^ j S and Wang Tsung-hu 2 ^ f f i - Chung-kuo hsing shih ta ch'üan
t
K I Ü & . f t ^ ; e i - Pei-ching: Pei-ching ch'u pan she, 1987.
Dictionary of Chinese surnames. The authors have collected more than 5,600 ancient and
modern Chinese names including single and compound surnames. The book is ananged
alphabetically according to Hanyu pinyin. For general use.
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Ch'en, Nai-ch'ien |S|l75fi£- Li tai jen wu shih mingpieh hao t'ung chien j§f~£ A $ 3 j i i 4 q
5?!j§feS!iiKS- Hsiang-kang: T'ai-p'ing shuchü, 1964.
This book is a joint publication of the author's two works: Pieh hao so yin 5?!j§l!£5i?? I and
Shih ming so yin j£[4=i fj?5 I- Suitable for consultation by historians, librarians, genealogists,
and scholars. The coverage of this book isfromthe Legendary Period to the Ming dynasty.
—. Pieh hao so yin J5Ü§S^? I- Shang-hai: K'ai ming shu tien, 1943.
Index to anonyms, pseudonyms, and nicknames of ancient Chinese politicians, soldiers, poets,
emperors, government officials, and so on. Arranged according to stroke order, each pseudonym,
or hao, refers to the person's real name by which he is identified in literature and includes the
dynasty the person belongs to and the province where the person was born. For reference use.
—. Shih ming so yin g ^ S ? I. Shang-hai: K'ai ming shu tien, 1934.
Index to the "house name" or "ancestral name" of ancient Chinese politicians, soldiers, poets,
emperors, and government officials. More than 5,000 personal names were indexed in this book.
For reference use.
Ch'en, Shao-hsing |$t&2?P an^ Morton H. Fried. The distribution offamily names in Taiwan.
T'ai-pei: Department of Sociology, College of Law, National Taiwan University; New
York: Department of Anthropology, Columbia University, East Asian Institute, 1968.
This book presents raw data compiled from records of the 1956 Taiwan census. It covers the
distribution of sumames in Taiwan by townships and prefectures. Suitable for population statistics
and sumame distribution analysis in Taiwan.
Ch'en, Shih-yuan R£±:¡t¡. Hsinghsi: fu lucha chii&$£
Chung-hua shu chü, 1985.

\ p#||<%1]|2- 3 vols. Pei-ching:

This three-volume set contains a collection of 3,625 names including 2,179 single syllable and
1,446 multisyllable sumames. The set is divided into ten chapters and arranged by the pronunciation
of the names and stroke order. The contents of the set is quite comprehensive. Each name
includes the description of its origin, references which trace the derivation of the name, and
historical persons with that name. For general and scholarly use.
Ch'en, Te-yun (SftiBS- Ku chin jen wupieh ming so yin i±f <£ A ^ J ? ! ^ %^ Y T'ai-pei:
I wen yin shu kuan, 1969.
Index of nicknames, pen names, tzu and hao of ancient and modern Chinese literary authors.
The book indexes over 70,000 pen names from the T'ang dynasty to the Republican era. For
scholars of Chinese literary studies.
Ch'en, Yü-t'ang R ^ ^ ^ . Chung kung tang shih jen wu pieh ming lu Ef* j % 5? 5 6 a $S B! J
^ i | ^ . Shang-hai: Hung ch'i ch'u pan she, 1987.
Directory of party and government officials of Communist China. A collection of 192 persons is
included in this directory. The volume contains not only indexes to pen names, assumed names,
24

tzu hao, anonyms, and pseudonyms of these persons but also detailed descriptions of their
political histories. For general reference.
—. Chung-kuo chin hsien tai jen wu ming hao ta tz'u tien tf=* [jf J f f S t f ^ A . $ 3 4 ^
M . Hang-chou: Che-chiang ku chi ch'u pan she, 1993.

SHI^CII?

A concise biographical dictionary of Chinese nicknames. The volume covers the period from
1840 to 1949 and includes persons from the fields of politics, education, science, the military,
medicine, journalism, literature, and religion as well as govemment officials and emperors of the
Ch'ing dynasty. It covers a total of 10,112 biographical descriptions. The book is arranged
according to stroke order by personal name. For research use by scholars and historians of
Chinese studies.
Ch'en shih chih p'u erhchüanJ^^^^H^.

[T'ai-pei]: s.n., 1985.

Genealogical history of the Ch'en family who relocated from several villages in An-hui, Ho-fei
hsien to Taiwan. A total number of thirty-four generations are traced in this book.
Chi-yangK'o Ts'ai shih ta tsup'u^^^^P^^^^.
ch'in ta tsu p'u pien chi pu, 1974.

Kao-hsiung: K'o Ts'ai tsung

Covers the genealogical history of the K'o and Ts'ai families living in Taiwan.
Cmang, Lan £ t j¡g. Hung shih (Tun-huang) tsu p'u y&fc

(Sfif)

i ^ l f - S I : s.n., 1985.

Traces the author's own genealogical origins from the first to the tenth generations. This book is
the result of the author's forty years of research on the origins of his family.
Chiang-su sheng Fu-ning hsien Ch'eng shih tsung p'u JXj^^Sip-lpJl^ijc.E^zr?!?- T'ai-pei:
Fu-ning Ch'eng shih tsung ch'in hui, 1985.
Includes multilineage genealogies of the Ch'eng family who moved to Taiwan from Fu-ning
hsien in Chiang-su province in China.
Chiao shih tsung tsu yuan liu Hfc£^Sj?2iSjjR$i- T'ai-pei: Chiao shih tsung ch'in hui, 1979.
Traces the origin of the Chiao family. The book contains multilineage genealogies of the Chiao
family now living in Taiwan.
Chien shih ta tsu p'u ffj ^ 3 ^ C i ^ | § . T'ai-pei: Chien shih ta tsu p'u pien chi pu, 1986.
Traces the descendants of the Chien family living in Taiwan.
Ch 'ih-shan Chang shih tsu p'u TJJJK _|J_J £J,ft i^IS" T'ai-chung: Chung-hua min tsu p'u hsi yen
chiu chung hsin, [19—]
Contains macro registers of the descendants of the Chang family living in Taiwan.
Chin, Harry. Chin shih tsu p 'u or the Chin family tree (Sft.ftj^tf^. Vancouver: s.n., 1980.
This Chinese-English publication was compiled by the twenty-seventh generation descendant of
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the Chin clan from K'u-ch'ung village ^ ^ ^ | ! of Chung-shan district of Kuang-tung province
in China. The volume traces the genealogies of this Chin family whose heritage goes back
nearly 800 years.
Chin-shui Huang shih tsup'u sSi^Hilt RiWs.|^.
pien yin, 1983.

Chin-men: Chin-shui Huang shih ta tsung

Covers the complete genealogical history of the Huang family who originated in Chin-shui,
Chin-men hsien in Taiwan.
Ch'ing-hsi Yü-tu Hsu shih chiap'u ^ / S ^ ^ n i i ^ ^ l f • 8 v o l s lei pien, 1993.

sl :

- T'ai-wan wen hsien

A comprehensive genealogical register that traces the Hsu familyfromits origins to the twenty-third
generation.
Ch'ing tai shu hua chia tzu hao yin te = Index to thefancy names ofthe calligraphers and
paintersof the Ch'ing dynasty^W%^^^^^\%.
T'ai-pei: s.n., 1966.
An index to the names of 5,787 Chinese painters and calligraphers. This volume contains two
parts. Part one is an index to personal names and part two is an index to pseudonyms. For
general and scholarly use.
Ch'iu, Hsiu-ch'iang J x ^ f Jjg. Ho-nan t'ang Ch'iu shih wen hsien ^ ¡ ^ ^ e f t ^ j l i 4 vols. T'ai-pei: Ch'iu shih wen hsien she, 1982.
Describes the clan history and genealogy of the Ch'iu family in Taiwan.
Chou, Ch'ing-i
JK.^¡^-

JR) Jf8|§

and Chou Chin JRJIJ. Hsueh shih chia tsujen wu chih g ? | ^ 5pLIB
T'ai-yuan: Shan-hsi jen min ch'u pan she, 1990.

Describes the prominentfiguresof the descendants of the Hsueh family in Chinese history. The
book is arranged chronologically from the Legendary Period to the Ch'ing dynasty.
Chou, Yen-mou J ^ ^ | ^ . Wan tsu ta hsingp'u ¡ £ j^3^C¿Ü:|t£. T'ai-pei: Han chen shu chü,
1984.
Multilineage genealogies of surnames. A total of 5,300 names is collected in this book, including
3,200 one-syllable, 2,000 two-syHable 120 three-syllable, 6 four-syllable, and 2 five-syllable
sumames. For both general and scholarly use.
Chu, Tse-k'uei 3feUll ^ . Hsing shih chien chieh $ i ^ ® t f h T'ai-pei: San min shu chü,
1991.
An introduction to Chinese surnames, including a detailed description of the origin of each name
arranged by the four-corner system. A useful bibliography for consultation and further research
on the subject of Chinese names is included. One drawback of this book is the use of the
four-corner system, one not popularly in use. For scholarly use.
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Chung-huahsmgshihyumliut'anghaok'ao^^^^^^3^^^.
ming jen chuan chi chung hsin, 1985.

Tai-pei: Chung-kuo

Presents the lineages of Chinese sumames. Traces the mostfrequentlyappearing 100 sumames
in Taiwan. The most interesting part of this book is its guide to step-by-step tracing of your own
family tree. It provides genealogical forms for personal use. For use in tracing your ancestors.
Chung-kuo hsing shih hui pien 4 * ÜU$4f^ [ 8 £jfl • Pei-ching: Jen min yu tien ch'u pan she,
1984.
A compact dictionary of Chinese sumames in both Hanyu pinyin and Mandarin pronunciation.
This volume collects a total of 5,730 sumames including 3,470 single-syllable names, 2,085
two-syllable names, 163 three-syllable names, 9 four-syllable names, and 3 five-syllable names.
For general reference.
Chung-kuo jen hsing p'u ^ ^ > ^ ü | i . 2 vols. T'ai-pei Chung-ho: Shuang ho pien wei hui,
1984.
Chinese sumame registers. Volume one covers the origin of the 290 most frequently used
names. Volume two details less frequently used sumames. The description of each sumame is
quite comprehensive, including the name's historical background, its predominant use in Chinese
provinces, and the name's usage as distributed in various areas in Taiwan. The major drawback
of this book is its random arrangement which makes searching for a particular name quite
difncult. For general reference.
Chung-kuo jen ming ta tz'u tien *p Bf ^ ^ 3 ^ 8 ? jüi- T'ai-pei: T'ai-wan shang wu yin shu
kuan, 1990.
Chinese biographical dictionary. The volume collects over 40,000 names including people from
the Legendary Period to the Ch'ing dynasty. For general reference.
"The family names." In Key to Wade-Giles romanization of Chinese characters, 139-47.
Washington, D.C.: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1944.
Includes a list of nearly 2,200 Chinese sumames and correspondent transliterations in Wade-Giles.
The list was compiled from two major books of authority on Chinese sumames: Pai chia hsing
ü i 5§?i4 and Ku chin t'u shu chi ch'eng "¿j ^ [g| ^ Jft f&Fon shih tsungp'u i * £ , f t ^ t § . T'ai-pei: Fan shih tsung ch'in hui, 1981.
Describes the clan history and genealogy of the Fan family in Taiwan.
Fang, Hsuan-ch'en ^j^^.
RH^'&.^WBMM'

Chou tai hsing shih erhfen chi ch'i ch'i yuan shiht'anffift^
T'ai-pei: Hsueh hai ch'u pan she, 1988.

The Chou dynasty plays a major role in the origin of Chinese sumames. Its naming system is
closely connected with its social structure and politics. This book analyzes the separation of
hsing and shih in the Chou dynasty and traces the names originating in and commonly used in
the dynasty. For general or scholarly use.
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Fei-lü-pin Chi-yang K'o Ts'ai tsung ch'in tsung hui liu-shih chou nien chi nien t'ek'an=fe.y£
* S * » f f * 8 5 * i i S * A ? - h J i l * i i E ; & f l r i ! l - ***>*** CheYongCua&Chua
Association, 1970.
The sixtieth anniversary publication of the Che Yong Cua & Chua Association. The association,
established in Manila in the early 1990s, was a center for connecting the K'o and Ts'ai families
living in the Philippines and Taiwan. This book contains a directory of the descendants of these
two families and furnishes family group pictures taken of their social gatherings.
Feng-ch'i Ho shih tsung chih l l $ l l t i « f ^ ¡ ^ | f • T'ai-pei: Ho Yü-chi pien, 1983.
Transcribes the genealogical history of the Ho family who settled in Feng-ch'i, located in Hui-an
hsien in Fu-chien province. The compiler of this volume is in the twenty-first generation of the
family.
Fu-chien Yung-ch'un Lin shih lü Tai tsu chih ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « ^ i ^ S i ^ i i - T'ai-pei: Yungch'un t'ung hsiang hui, 1977.
This book was compiled by the descendants of the Lin family living in Taiwan. They originated
in Yung-ch'un, Fu-chien province.
Han, Ho, han shih tsu fu J^ » j5f » S i f t i ^ g W - Chi-lung: Tung nan yin shu chü, 1964.
Traces the genealogical history of the Han, Ho, and Lan families.
Ho, Kuang-yueh jnf 3 f e e ^ d N i e h Hsin-sen J ^ ^ . Chung-hua hsing shih t'ung shu:
Ch'enhsingtpZgi&fcfe'g
[ |i£J£. Hai-k'ou: Sanhuanch'upanshe, 1991.
Traces the genealogical origins of the Ch'en family and includes descriptions of its prominent
historical figures.
Hou shih tsungp'u ^.E^^r?!^- T'ai-pei: Hou shih tsung ch'in hui, 1978.
Describes the genealogical origins of the Hou family and lists the descendants of the family now
settled in Taipei, Taiwan.
Hsi-ho Lin shih tsu chih E j ^ i ^ ^ i ^ i i - Manila: Lü Fei Hsi-ho Lin shih tsung ch'in hui,
1960.
Traces the genealogical origins of the Lin family and lists the names of its descendants who are
members of the Genealogical Society of the Lin Family in Manila, the Philippines.
Hsi-hu Yang hsing Tun-so kung yen p'ai ta tsu p'u ^ J i B 1 # e i S [ ^ i 2 i ^ T j J K ^ C i ^ | f •
Chang-hua, Taiwan: Yang Ch'un-mu, 1976.
A clan history of the Yang family living in Hsi-hu, Chang-hua hsien, Taiwan.
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Hsiao, I jH¡iep. 508-554. Ku chin t'ung hsing ming lu; Chiu shih t'ung hsing ming lüeh: fu pu i
fr$RJ£*&
: A l C R i t t i & t t : W M J t - Svols. Pei-ching: Chunghua shu chü, 1985.
This eight-volume set is divided into two major parts. Thefirstpart is a comprehensive directory
of Chinese names. The second part records the directory of names compiled from the following
Hsin Tang shu j¡5rJif f 5 \ Chiu Wu tai shih^
nine historical works: Chiu T'ang shu^^^,
S i ^ J& Hsin Wu taishih^S.^^,
Sung£&#££jg, Liao shih j g j £ , Chin shih-fe}£,
Yuan 37^52' and Ming shih ^H Ji!- For scholarly use.
Hsiao, Kuo-chien ]H ¡Üf^. Hsiang-kang Hsin-chieh chia tsufa chan ? f ^^f-!^5it¿^'iJ£
Hsiang-kang: Hsien ch'ao shu shih, 1991.
The development of clans in the New Territories of Hong Kong. The following families are
described in this book: Tang f|5, Man j £ , Liu 0 , Hau | | , Pang j|£, Tao piE), Chan |5^, and
Chang |§5 in Tsuen Wan and the Tsangs ^ in Shatin.
Hsiao, Kuo-chün ^ Üf $iJ and Hsiao Kuo-chien j | | |lt JÜi- Tsu p 'u yü Hsiang-kang tifang
shih yen chiu i f £ i f | ^ # f e t t ! 5 ^ j i ? i i f f 5 S . Hsiang-kang: Hsien ch'ao shu shih,
1982.
This book describes genealogical history and its development in Hong Kong. It lists the recent
acquistion of genealogical resources from the New Territories arranged by the names of family
and village, charts the entry of the Hakka clans into the Hong Kong area in the Ming and Ch'ing
periods, and indicates the major holdings of local genealogies in Hong Kong libraries and
institutions. Useful for researchers on the genealogical study of Hong Kong.
Hsiao, Yao-t'ien ^ | ^ ^ . Chung-kuo jen ming ti yen chiu ^BB^A^^j &iSf ^S- T'ai-pei:
T'ai ching ch'u pan she, 1979.
Research on Chinese surnames. The book contains three major parts: (1) research on surnames
in ancient China including the origin, historical background, and naming pattems of the names of
Chinese emperors; (2) the social significance of the variation of Chinese names including generation
names, occupation names, religious names, and assumed names as well as the relationship of
these names with Chinese calendars and Chinese ink; and (3) a discussion on how to avoid
choosing bad names; provided with examples, use of pen names in the literary field, and the
reasons for nameless persons in ancient China.
Hsieh shih wen hsien chiapien Ü J ^ ^ J e i ^Pi8- 4 vols. T'ai-pei: Hsieh shih tsung ch'in
hui, 1970.
This four-volume set traces the genealogical origins of the Hsieh family from the reign of Ming
Shen-tsung ÜJiffi^, 1573-1620, to the present time in Taipei, Taiwan.
Hsing shih jen ming yung tzufenhsi t'ung chi^fc^^ffi^faffifafcjfr.
wen ch'u pan she, 1991.
29

Pei-ching: Yü

A statistical analysis of Chinese names. The book contains a statistical listing of Chinese
sumames arranged by the following provinces or areas in China: Pei-ching, Shang-hai, Shan-hsi,
Liao-ning, Ssu-ch'uan, Kuang-tung, and Fu-chien. For general and scholarly use on census
population statistics and sumame distribution and naming in China.
Hsu, Chün-yuan f H ^ c X , Chang Chan-chün 3¡J| ¿f 5 i , and Shih Yü-hsin i J 3 L i i - Kuei
hsing ho lai? ^ $ i J $ ¡ j f j ^ Shih-chia-chuang: Ho-pei k'o hsueh chi shu ch'u pan
she, 1986.
"Where does your name come from?" is the meaning of the title. This book contains three major
parts: (1) discussions of the creation, formation, and development of Chinese names, the relationship
of names to the Chinese feudal system, and the names' origins and meanings; (2) the root of
Chinese sumames, introducing the most commonly used 1,048 sumames in China; and (3) broad
descriptions of ancient and modem Chinese sumames arranged by Hanyu pinyin. Five thousand
ninety-three common and uncommon names are introduced in this third part. A comprehensive
reference tool for researchers as well as general readers.
Hsu, Hsueh-chi ^ f ¡ f £|5. Lung-ching Lin chia ti li shih f l ^ ^ *§iefrJ§f ji?. Tai-pei:
Chung yang yen chiu yuan chin tai shih yen chiu so, 1990.
Traces the genealogical history of the Lin family living in Lung-ching, Taiwan.
Hsu, Kuang-p'u, fl. 1247 ^ 3 f e i ? - TzuhaoluJ^%*$fc.
1985.

Pei-ching: Chung-hua shu chü,

Index of Chinese anonyms and pseudonyms. For general use.
Hsu, Nai-hsiang i^3JBP5 m(^ Ch'in Hung $($(. Chung-kuo hsien tai wen hsueh tso chepi
minglu 4 i | ¡ 3 i J i H 3 t J P f r ^ : ^ ^ ^ a < - Ch'ang-sha: Hu-nan wen i ch'u pan she,
1988.
A directory of pseudonyms of modem Chinese literary authors. All the Chinese authors who
published between 1917 and 1949 are included in this directory. There are three parts to this
volume. Part one contains a list of personal names with indexes to their pseudonyms, pen
names, tzu, or hao. Part two is an index of pseudonyms. Part three is an index in Hanyu pinyin
of personal names. For reference on modem Chinese literary authors and their works.
Hsu shih ta tsungp'u

I ^ ^ ^ T ^

f i r T'ai-pei: Hsu shih ta tsung p'u pien yin kuan, 1984.

A comprehensive genealogical history of the Hsu family. It traces the family's origins from the
Hsia dynasty during the reign of the Great Yü and describes the prominent figures in Chinese
history from the Shang to the Ch'ing dynasties. The book also covers the modem generations of
the contemporary Chinese era as well as giving a list of their descendants living in Taiwan.
Hsu shih tsung ch'in hui hui k'an ^fS^ttWt^^B^X
1982-

T'ai-pei: Hsu shih tsung ch'in hui,

A magazine of the Genealogical Society of the Hsu Family. Each volume includes the family's
genealogy, branches, descendants, activities, and reports of meetings of the Society.
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Hsu, Wei-min ^ ^ ^ - Chung-kuo chin hsien tai jen wupieh ming tz'u tien *ft ^ J - ^
f t A e l ^ l J ^ S ? ^ - Shen-yang: Shen-yang ch'u pan she, 1993.
A comprehensive dictionary of Chinese names. The volume covers all notable contemporary
Chinese who were born from 1840 to the present. An index of more than 40,000 assumed
names, including nicknames, pen names, house names, religious names, and other forms of
names as well as a collection of 14,000 names of the persons who adopted those names, are
covered in this dictionary. For general and scholarly use.
Hsun-hai Shih shih ta tsungp'u^^^^^^j^^.
1993.

T'ai-pei: Lung wen ch'u pan she,

Shih Lang jj§ij? was a minister in the navy of Fu-chien province in the Ch'ing dynasty. This
book traces the genealogical origins of his family and includes a complete list of his descendants.
Hu shih ta tsup'u i S i J i ^ ^ i ^ n l r 2nd ec*- T'ai-pei: Hu shih tsup'upien chi weiyuanhui,
1976.
Traces the genealogical origins of the Hu family and its development to the present time and lists
the descendants of the family now settled in Taiwan.
Hu shih tsu p'u i ? . K ¡ i ^ | t . S.I.: s.n., 1982.
This book is a genealogical register of the Hu family. It includes genealogical charts of the
family from the first to the twenty-first generation and a description of the family's ancestors
including their personal names and birth and death dates.
Huanch'iu Kuo shih tsungp'u J ^ i $ ? P f t ^ | i - T'ai-pei: Kuo shih tsung ch'in hui, 1981.
This volume contains four chapters. Chapter one describes the prominent historical figures of
the family. Chapter two traces the genealogical origins of the family. Chapter three details the
family's genealogical registers as documented in Chinese history. Chapter four includes a
description of various branches of the Kuo family settled in Fu-chien, Kuang-tung, and Taiwan
provinces.
Huang, I-te J ^ i ^ i ^ . Hsing ming hsueh hsin chieh J i ^ ^ i i $?• T'ai-nan: Hsi pei ch'u
pan she, 1985.
An analysis of Chinese names explaining the significance of the number of strokes, meaning,
sound, and shapes of the characters used for naming. This book is a typical guide to fortunetelling
by names. For general use.
Huang shih ta tsup'u Üf .K^C j ^ l f r T'ai-pei: Huang shih tsung ch'in hsiu p'u wei yuan hui,
1982.
A revised and updated editionfirstpublished in 1977. Except for materials originally covered in
the previous edition, this book provides the most recent membership list of the Genealogical
Society of the Huang family living in Taiwan.
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Hung shih tsungp'u ¿^f^TTiüi. Hang-chou: Che-chiang jen min ch'u pan she, 1982.
Traces from the first to the twenty-first generations of the Hung family. Each entry includes a
brief description of the descendant's name and his birth and/or death dates.
I, Ni ^ ¿ J § . Ch'ien ch'iu kuo chia meng: Kuang-chou Kao-ti chieh Hsu shih chia tsu^*ty{|U
W9
" ] S f W i ? ¡ i £ i S f i J i ¡ ^ i & Kuang-chou: Kuang-tung jen min ch'u pan
she, 1994.
Arranged chronologically, the book identifies and describes the contributions of the Hsu family's
descendants to Chinese history. For general use.
I, P e n - l a n g H ^ E d. 1863 or 1864. Hsing hsi k'an wu:fu cha chi ÜSiÜTUS^ " Pfi 13 15Supplement of printing corrections for the book entitled Hsing hsi: fu lu, cha chi listed above
under the author, Ch'en Shih-yuan.
I-lan Chang shih tsup'u^ffife^jfeffe.

3 vols. S.I.: s.n., 1980.

Records the history of the Chang family that originated in I-lan, Taiwan. The set covers several
subject areas, including the origin and genealogical lineage of the Chang family, biographies,
lists of descendants who have made significant contributions to Chinese society, clan policy and
rules of order, honors awarded to family members, and a documentary history of collections
relating to or written by Chang family members.
Ju-nan Chou shih ta tsup'u ¿&jif I R I ^ ^ I ^ Q ^ . Hsin-chu: Chou shih tsung ch'in hui,
1981.
Includes the clan history and genealogy of the Chou family living in Taiwan.
Ju-nan t'ang Lan shih tsup'u } ^ C i ^ ^ ^ K i ^ I W - T'ai-pei: Lan shih tsung ch'in hui, 1984.
Traces the origin of the Lan family and lists the members of its family who belong to the Lan
shih Genealogical Society.
Jui-an Yao shih chia ch'eng J ^ ^ ^ f t ^ ^ -

T'ai-pei: Chueh shih chai, 1964.

A clan history of the Yao family living in Jui-an, Taiwan.
K'ang-hsi, Emperor of China Jlt!?£ j¡['S?' 1654-1722. Ch 'ing pen pai chia hsing fi|^U *!£
$5£. Hsiang-kang: Chung-shan t'u shu kung so, 1974.
The "names of a hundred families" in the Ch'ing dynasty version. The book contains a list of
480 surnames written in Chinese. These names were selected as the most commonly used names
in the Ch'ing dynasty. No explanation is provided for the derivation and use of these surnames.
For general use.
Kao,Chih-pin ^ i ^ ^ . Lung-yü Chang shih tsup'u f l l l I t ^ S . K a ^ q f . 8 vols. T'ai-pei:
Lung wen ch'u pan she, 19--.
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A genealogical history of the Chang family living in Lung-yü, Taiwan. The family moved from
Fu-chien, China at the end of the Yuan dynasty.
Kao, Wen-te p|¡ j£^andTs'ai Chih-ch'un ^J^iSii• Meng-ku shih hsi^^j^^.
Chung-kuo she hui k'o hsueh ch'u pan she, 1979.

Pei-ching:

This volume compases three major parts: (1) forty-eight genealogical charts (the list starts with
Genghis Khan and end in the Ch'ing dynasty, covering a period of 1,200 years), (2) endnotes of
important historical figures and events as well as a supplement of genealogical significance to
part one, and (3) a name index.
K'o shih tsup'u f t t f ^ J ^ | § . T'ai-chung: K'o shih tsu p'u pien chi wei yuan hui, 1981.
Traces the origins of the K'o family and includes the names of the descendants who carne from
Hui-an hsien, Fu-chien province.
Ku shih tsungp'u "¡ij.E^Tr? | § . T'ai-pei: Ku shih tsung ch'in hui, 1961.
Includes the genealogical history of the Ku family and lists the names of the descendants living
in Taiwan.
K'ung fu tang an hsuanpien

JLJ^IB^^IIS-

Pei-ching: Chung-hua shu chü, 1982.

This book compiles the documents preserved in the K'ung family's archives of the Society for
the Cultural Preservation of Ch'ü-fu, Shan-tung province. The archival materials have been
preserved for more than 300 years. It reflects the family' s development in politics, economics,
culture, and history.
Kuo hsueh wen hsien kuan hsien ts'ang Chung-kuo tsup'u hsu lieh hsuan k'an Üf%FjC,fw>
H i J i S ^ B I i ^ p f J ^ U i i f U - T'ai-pei: Kuo hsueh wen hsien kuan, 1983.
The work is made up of the genealogical series that traces the following surnames: Ch'en $Ü,
Lin # , Huang j f \ Wang ¿ , Chang ££, Li ^ , Wu ¡g., Liu glj, Ts'ai ^ , and Yang i § .
These commonly used names comprise over half of the population in Taiwan. For general use.
Kuo shih tsup'u ? P ^ i ^ | ^ - Chi-lung: Kuo shih tsu p'u pien chi wei yuan hui, 1966.
Includes the genealogical history and names of the descendants of the Kuo family living in
Taiwan.
Lai, Chih-chang i ^ ? £ ^ . T'ai-wan Wu-feng Un chia liu chen chi ^}¡?f§lll£frfr^Sl
| j | . T'ai-pei: Tzu li pao hsi wen hua ch'u pan she, 1989.

EBJL

Two albums of photographs to complement the genealogical history book written by Johanna
Menzel Meskill entitledA Chinese pioneer family: the Lins of Wu-feng, Taiwan, 1729-1895.
The first album contains 155 pictures showing the political, economic, educational, and public
activities of the Lins who played very prominent roles in the modern history of Taiwan. The
second album consists of 351 photographs showing the Lins' home and social life during the first
decade of this century.
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Lai shih ta tsung p'u^^^^^.

Chia-i: Lai shih tsung ch'in hui, 1982.

Traces the genealogical origins of the Lai family and includes the names of the descendants
living in Taiwan.
L^Hung-ju^^Slfl. Li shih li tai jen wuchm^jfcffei^J^tyflffa.
chü, 1990.

T'ai-pei: Weihsinshu

Traces the genealogical ancestry of the Li family.
Li, Lin ^ ^ . Man tsu chiap'u hsuanpien J¡»f j ^ ^ ! I ^ I Ü M J I • Shen-yang: Liao-ning min
tsu ch'u pan she, 1988.
Contains the genealogical history of Manchu clans. The book covers the commonly used single
surnames such as Chang JJ|, Kao ]%, Pai Q , Na ^|5, Kuan | | . Wang 3E» Chao j|jft, and Wu
^ as well as a large number of compound surnames.
Li, Shuang-kuei ^ Ü i e - Li shih tsup'u ^ f ^ i f e t f . Hsin-chu: s.n., 1972.
Traces the origins of the Li family and lists the names of its descendants living in Taiwan.
Li tai jen wupieh shu chü ch'u ming t'ung chien J§{^>^$(33^Ji§J§£:i=i Sfiij§|- T'ai-pei:
Shih chieh shu chü, 1962.
Index to "house names" of the prominant figures in Chinese history. The book focuses mainly
on people from the Sung, Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing dynasties. For reference use.
Li tai t'ung hsing ming lu yin te J§§f^ |WfÜ4=i il<? I fll- T'ai-pei: Ch'eng wen Publishing
Co., 1966. (PhotocopyofPeiping: Harvard-Yenching Institute, 1931. (Index no. 4.))
The Li tai t'ung hsing ming lu was written by Liu Ch'ang-hua j^lj^^f and completed in 1871.
It is in twenty-two chüan with a one chüan supplement. It is considered to be one of the most
comprehensive works in the field of Chinese sumame research. For scholarly use.
Liao, Fu-pen ® i § $ . T'ai-wanpai hsing yuan liu S ? i » S $ k i l ¡ i S r T'ai-pei: Tso wen
ch'u pan she, 1990.
Traces the origins of the most commonly used one hundred Chinese surnames in Taiwan.
Liao shih ta tsungp'u J p f t ^ C ^ | § - Yun-lin, T'ai-wan: Liao shih tsung ch'in hui, 1981.
Traces the genealogical history of the Liao family and lists the names of its descendants living in
Taiwan.
Lin shih ta tsung p'u ^ . K ^ C ^ ? ¡W- T'ai-pei: Lin hsing tsung miao pien chi wei yuan hui,
1984.
Traces the genealogy of the Lin family and lists the names of its descendants living in Taiwan.
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Liu shih tsup'u ^lj^i^pf^. 2nd ed. T'ai-pei: Liu shih tsu p'u pien chi wei yuan hui, 1981.
Includes the genealogical history of the Liu family and lists the names of its descendants in
Taiwan.
Lu-chiangHo shih tsu p'u ^£j$^$gffe.

T'ai-pei: Ho shih tsung ch'in hui, 1982.

Includes the genealogical history of the Ho family from Lu-chiang, An-hui province.
Lu, Kuei-meng PiiiÜH:, d. ca. 881. Hsiao ming lu / J ^ ^ j H<. Pei-ching: Chung-hua shu chü,
1985.
Dictionary of nicknames. The book covers nicknames of persons from the First Emperor of the
Ch'in dynasty to the Nan-pei Ch'ao period. For scholarly use.
Lu shih tsup'u B i ^ i ^ l l ? . T'ai-chung: Lu shih tsu p'u pien chi wei yuan hui, 1972.
Includes the genealogical origins of the Lu family and lists the names of its descendants in
Taiwan.
Lü Tai Chi shih tsung p'u ¿ £ " ^ ^ . f t ^ g f . T'ai-pei: Chi shih tsung ch'in hui, 1985.
Traces the genealogical history of the Chi family living in Taiwan and includes a directory of the
Chi's descendants with their photographs.
Lung, Chin-lung S S i S P 2 - ^ f l l cnuJ hsing mmStsu hsien I 5 ^ j 9 : 4 = i ? l l 5 t e - T'ai-pei shih,
Yung-ho chen: Ch'ang ch'un shu shu fang, 1983.
The ancestry of Chinese surnames. This book introduces the origins of 144 commonly used
sumames. Each sumame contains a description of its origin, records the time when the name
was used during different dynasties, and describes the prominent figures in Chinese history who
have the same sumame. The appendix contains an interesting collection of names with contradictory
meanings, a list of rarely used sumames, various types of names with their most significant
meaning, such as place, country, occupation, official position, and community group, etc., and a
collection of the most widely used compound names. For general use.
Man ming ch'en chuan )P|^5 ESiS- 6 vo^s- T'ai-pei: Ming wen shu chü, 1985.
A comprehensive biographical dictionary of statesmen in the Manchu Ch'ing dynasty giving
their titiles of honor and nobility. For scholarly research on historical and biographical studies on
the prominent figures in the Manchu dynasty.
Miao, Sihih-hsin U i ' C ¿ . Chung-kuo hsien tai tso chiapi ming so yin 4 * i i 9 i f t T \ i r sit
i e 4 = i ^ ? I- Chi-nan: Shan-tung ta hsueh ch'u pan she, 1986.
An index of over 9,000 pen names and pseudonyms of 2,000 contemporary Chinese literaty
authors. For general reference.
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Mu, Liu-sen SUJJPjjgjt Pai chia hsing tz'u tien @ sfCÜBi jft. T'ai-pei: I wen yin shu kuan,
1977.
A dictionary of clan names. Contains sumames from Pai chia hsing, the derivation of these
sumames, an index in stroke order, and a general history of Chinese names. It is a comprehensive
reference tool for both upper-division students and scholars.
Niu, Ju-ch'en ^£i& j ^ ; and Wei Yen-yun iJ|?§i¿it Yuan yü ti ming ti Chung-kuo hsing shih
Wr?^a
efr 4* IUi4Ji¡- Pei-ching: Tien tzu kung yeh ch'u pan she, 1988.
Introduces Chinese names which originated from place names. Arranged by Hanyu pinyin, 477
names are included in this book. For general readers.
Ou, Ch'ang-hsin ffc § 0 i - Hsing ming hsueh chih kuan nien yü she chi$£4=14^/¿ÜS
Ixlff. T'ai-pei: Hsi tai ch'u pan kung ssu, 1980.

Jei i*?

The principies and design of name giving. The book includes the following subjects: humorous
stories associated with analogous names, name structure, the importance of naming in Chinese
history, the typical classification or types of names, notes on how to choose an auspicious name,
the importance of strokes associated with naming, and fortunetelling by names. For general use.
Pa ch'iMan-chou shih tsu t'ungp'u AiK?R4tl.^2KJStff* Shen-yang: Liao shen shu she,
1989.
Compiled in the Ch'ing dynasty, this book contains multilineage genealogies of the Manchu
clans of the Eight Banners. The volume covers 1,114 sumames from A.D. 1735 to 1744. It
traces military Manchu clans that belong to the Eight Banners but exeludes members of the royal
family, Ai-hsin Chueh-lo.
P'an, Ying iff §jt. T'ai-wanjen ti tsu chi yü hsing shih fen pu S ? l ? A
fl5- T'ai-pei: T'ai yuan ch'u pan she, 1991.

fo^B^il^^R^

Analysis of the origins of the Taiwanese people and the distribution of sumames in Taiwan.
There are two parts to this book. The first part introduces the most popular and the least popular
names used in Taiwan and the second part includes the origin and distribution of the most
popularly used names in Taiwanese counties and cities. For research in genealogical history and
statistical analysis of sumames in Taiwan as well as study of Chinese local history and anthropology.
P'eng-ch'engLiu shih ta tsup'u ^ifa^R^Wzff.
yuan yuan fa chan yen chiu hsueh hui, 1983.

S.I.: T'ai-wan sheng ko hsing li shih

Traces the origins of the Liu family and includes a list of its descendants in Taiwan.
P'eng, Kuei-fang ^ t e 5 ? - T'ai-wan hsing shih chih yen chiu H ) i i i 4 . ^ / ¿ 9 f 52- Hsin-chu:
T'ai-wan sheng li Hsin-chu she hui chiao yü kuan, 1981.
Research analysis on Taiwanese sumames. The book covers the most commonly used sumames
in Taiwan. Each entry gives the origin and historical background of the name and the census
population and distribution of the name in Taiwan. For general reference.
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—. Tai-wan pai chia hsing k'ao ^ j § ? H f gjtfti^S. T'ai-pei: Li ming wen hua shih yeh
kung ssu, 1988.
Analysis of the most commonly used one hundred Chinese suraames in Taiwan. For general
use.
P'ing-hsiang Ch'i-pao Chung shih tsup'u hsi chienp'u ^ ^ P ^ t ^ ^ f t i ^ l ^ ^ ^ l ^ T'ai-pei: Lung hung yin shua ch'ang, 1976.
According to the references in this book, the descendants of the Chung family living in Taiwan
carne primarily from Chiang-hsi, Fu-chien, and Kuang-tung provinces. This volume covers the
genealogy of the Chung family from P'ing-hsiang hsien Nan-hsi hsiang Ch'i-pao village in
Chiang-hsi.
Po-ku Yung-k'eng Huang shih tsup'u ^L^^.if\j^^^|§ch'u pan she, 1976.

T'ai-chung: Hsin yuan tung

Traces the origins, branches, and descendants of the Huang family in Taiwan and includes
genealogical charts.
Shao, Ssu cJ|5J§. Hsing chieh i4j§?. Pei-ching: Chung-hua shu chü, 1985.
An explanation of sumames. This book of surnames carnes descriptions of the names' origins
and of historical persons who adopted these names. For general use.
Shen, Ch'i-hsin ¿fe^^lf- Chung-hua hsing shih t'ung shu: Chao hsing *ft3$e S . K 3 i i e i •
jjjfj¡i!£. Hai-k'ou: San huan ch'u pan she, 1991.
Traces the genealogical history of the Chao family. Chao is the first sumame listed in the book,
Pai chia hsing. For general use.
Sheng, Ch'ing-i ^ ^ ¿ f f . Chung-kuo tsup'upien tsuan chien shuo ^ S J ^ I ^ n S ^ H t ^ T'ai-pei: Lien ho pao, 1987.
Introductory explanation of how to compile your own genealogy. For general use.
Shih chieh Li shih tsung ch'in lien ho tsung hui hui k'an "tt£-§?^.E^7T?ISl$"a ^ "9"iÜT'ai-pei: Shih chieh Li shih tsung ch'in tsung hui, 1972-1975.
A directory of the descendants of the Li family who belong to the World-wide Li Family Joint
Clansmen General Association.
Shih chieh Ou-yang, Ou, Ou, Yang shih tsungp'u ]&^$$^
» R ' E ' P&KSKlfT'ai-pei: Shih chieh Ou-yang, Ou, Ou, Yang shih tsung p'u tsuan hsiu wei yuan hui,
1983.
Ou-yang, Ou, Ou, and Yang are four names of the same genealogical origin. This book includes
the description of the names' origins as well as chronological lists of the genealogical significance
of its descendantsfromancient times to the contemporary era.
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Shih, Kuo-ch'iang j £ g §j§. Chung-kuo hsing shih ch 'i yuan 4* HJ£i:.ft i S i l § - Chi-nan:
Shan-tung ta hsueh ch'u pan she, 1990.
The origins of Chinese names. Four-hundred forty-nine Chinese surnames are introduced in this
volume. The book is arranged in the same order as that of the book, Pai chia hsing. An index of
the names in character stroke order is provided for easy reference to these names. For general
use.
Shih-shan Feng-p'oLiang shih tsungp'u jj^f | J L | l ^ i i S ^ . K ^ I ^ - 7 vols. T'ai-pei: Lung
wen ch'u pan she, 1993.
Shih-shan Feng-p'o was located in the south of Fu-chien province. This branch of the Liang
family immigrated to Fu-chien at the end of the Yuan dynasty. The book covers the genealogical
history of the family as well as charts of its descendants.
Shu, Austin C. W. Modern Chinese authors: a list ofpseudonyms. 2nd rev. and enl. ed.
T'ai-pei: Chinese Materials and Research Aids Service Center, 1973.
Indexes of Chinese pseudonyms and personal names of modem authors. For general reference.
Shun i Yao shih pai shih yuan liu k'ao ^ ^ ^ i ^ i l f ti£iJ§i$S^- T'ai-pei: Yao shih tsung
ch'in hui, 1981. '
Traces the genealogical history of the Yao family from its founder, the Emperor Shun, to its
one-hundredth generation.
Ssu-ma, Ch'ang-an BJÜSM^T- Chung-kuo hsing ming hsueh^^^L^^.
Li wen ch'u pan she, 1985.

Hsiang-kang:

The study of Chinese family pedigrees. The book explains the factors which affect the choice of
Chinese personal names and shows how the decision should be made in order to pick the best
possible name for yourself and your children. The various factors which affect the choice of a
name include: Chinese yin and yang (female and male), wu hsing (five forces), shih-erh sheng
hsiao (the twelve animal symbols), and character stroke order. These name choices, being
associated with their meanings of good luck or of evil spirits, play important roles in the Chinese
naming tradition. For general readers.
T'ai-wan Hsu shih tsung p'u S ? l ? f f r f f c ^ ? ü ^ S.I.: Hsu shih tsung ch'in hui, 1977.
Genealogical register of the descendants of the Hsu family who settled in Taiwan from the
twelfth to the twentieth generations.
Tai,Ying-hsinig|g|ff. Che shih chia tsu shih lueh JJf,R¡3KiJS.9!Ier. Hsi-an: San ch'in
ch'u pan she, 1989.
Traces the genealogy of the Che family. The book includes a directory of the family's descendants
and contains the historical findings of genealogical documents and tombstones in China.
Telford, Ted A., Melvin P. Thatcher, and Basil P. N. Wang, comps. Chinese genealogies at the
Genealogical Society of Utah: anannotatedbibliography. T'ai-pei: Ch'engWen
Publishing Co., 1983.
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An annotated bibliography of Chinese clan and lineage genealogies and other genealogical works
from the post-T'ang era. Over 4,300 genealogical titles are now located in the Chinese collection
of the Genealogical Society of Utah. It is a unique resource center in the United States for
genealogical research on Chinese family names and history.
Teng, Hsien-ching f i l i l i j¡j$. Chung-kuo hsing shih chi c | = r |Ü$üi < E^|||. T'ai-pei: Chihtat'u
shu wen chü chiao yü yung p'in ku fen yu hsien kung ssu, 1971.
A dictionary of Chinese names. The book contains a collection of 5,662 names which includes
3,484 single, 2,032 double, and 146 triple-character names. For general reference.
Teng, Hung-p'o §$?;& jf?. Chung-hua hsing shih t'ung shu: Chang hsing E^ljl $iRMM
3K$Si:. Hai-k'ou: Hai-nan ch'u pan she, 1993.
The surmane Chang is one of the most popular sumames in both China and Taiwan. According
to The distribution offamily names in Taiwan over 7.1 percent of the population in Taiwan and
more than 10 percent of the people in China today have adopted the sumame Chang.
Teng, Ming-shih ft|S4q ji£, fl. 1133. Ku chin hsing shih shupien cheng: fu chiao k'an chi "¿j
^ ¡ & . f t i ! i £ § t I " Pfit&SiltS- Svols. Pei-ching: Chung-hua shu chü, 1985.
An analysis of both ancient and modem Chinese names. The book traces the history and origin
of Chinese names. Entries are arranged by stroke order. For scholarly use.
Wang, Chien-hua 3£3¡jt9- Wen hua ti ching hsiang: jen ming I ^ ' i b e i J ^ ^ . " -A4aCh'ang-ch'un: Chi-lin chiao yü ch'u pan she, 1990.
The reflection of Chinese culture on names. The volume discusses the historical development of
names and the status and importance of names in Chinese culture, religion, and society.
Wang, Ch'üan-ken ZEJ^tR. Hua-hsia ch'ü ming i shu lf| 1 1 $ 4 a Ü i I 5 - T'ai-pei: Yun
lung ch'u pan she, 1993.
The art of giving a Chinese name. There are three parts in this book: (1) the psychological,
cultural, and philosophical representation of Chinese names, (2) analysis from ancient times to
the present of the Chinese naming patterns and their relationship to the surrounding cultural
environment and to contemporary society, and (3) introduction to the various types oi Chinese
names including tzu, hao, house name, pen name, flower name, religious name, posthumous
name, and other pseudonyms.
—. Hua-hsia hsing ming mien mien kuan !¡?3|$fe4qiIJiIiiiii- Nan-ning: Kuang-hsi jen
min ch'u pan she, 1988.
Various views on Chinese names. This book includes the following chapters: (1) hsing and
shih'. details on the historical background of Chinese names; (2) the question of naming: points
out several factors which affect the choice of a Chinese name, such as: the naming pattem of
ancient people, place, local custom, nickname, generation name, and mythology; (3) discusses
other assumed names, tzu, hao, and others; (4) "year name" or nien hao of a dead emperor; (5)
names of minorities, religious names, and names affected by local culture; (6) a miscellaneous
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chapter containing a comparison between the naming pattern of eastern versus western names,
names associated with poems,riddles,places, and luck. The list of names in Pai chia hsing in
Hanyu pinyin and English pronunciaron is included in the appendix. For both general and
scholarly use.
—. Hua-hsia hsing shih chih mi ^fi J f ffi ffi^ Hl- T'ai-pei: Chih shu fang ch'u pan she,
1992.
Traces the mystery of Chinese surnames from ancient times to the contemporary era. There are
seven chapters in this book: (1) from totem to Chinese names; (2) the ancestral system in the
Western Chou dynasty and the difference between two types of early Chinese names, hsing and
shih; (3) the noble system in the Wei and Chin dynasties and the use of social names during that
period; (4) the Chinese melting pot: the combination of names used by the minorities in China;
(5) changing society as reflected in the change in sumames; (6) the awareness of tracing one's
family roots and ancestors; and (7) the Chinese cultural tradition and genealogical studies. For
general use.
Wang, Fang-pang JLJüffich'u pan she, 1991.

Hsing shih tz'utien ¿ k f ^ j § $ M . Cheng-chou: Ho-nanjenmin

A dictionary of Chinese surnames arranged by Hanyu pinyin. For general reference.
Wang, Hui-tsu 2 E i 5 i B - San shih t'ung ming lu^^^^^.
shu chü, 1985.

4vols. Pei-ching: Chung-hua

Biographical histories of the Liao, Chin, and Yuan dynasties. This four-volume set is a compilation
of three representative works from the above mentioned dynasties: Liao shih, Chin shih, and
Yuan shih. For scholarly use.
Wang, Kuei : E j ^ - Tsang tsujen ming yen chiu jjS2ij£* A4=ififf52- Pei-ching: Min tsu ch'u
pan she, 1991.
An analysis of Tibetan names. The book traces the origins of Tibetan names and provides/a list
of 543 Chinese names adopted by the Tibetan people with transliterations in Chinese characters
and in Hanyu pinyin. For reference on tracing the origins of Tibetan names.
Wang shih k'ai tsungpai shih /w3l.RP§7i?W1it£l<- Singapore: Singapore Hokkien Ong
Clansmen General Association, 1971.
Traces the genealogical origins of the Wang family and lists the names of its descendants in
Singapore.
Wang, Te-i 3 l i § ! £ . Ch 'ingjen pieh ming tzu nao so yin: fu i ming piao IH J \ 5 Ü " t i "?*»§
ff?^ | i |5f¡)'||.4qife. T'ai-pei: Hsin wen feng ch'u pan kung ssu, 1985.
An index of anonyms and pseudonyms of Chinese names from the Ch'ing dynasty. Based on
biographies published in the Ch'ing period, the author consulted more than thirty-two historical
documents and books, plus numerous clan histories and other genealogical resources. The book
is arranged by character stroke order with a personal name index arranged by Wade-Giles
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romanization for easy access. An excellent resource for scholars doing extensive research on
biographies in the Ch'ing dynasty.
Wu, K'un-lun ^ ü f j j g and Lin Yu-mu ^ t S £ ® . T'ai-wan hsing shih yuan liu SPJ§?#k_K;
Traces the most frequentiy used sixty sumames and provides a directory of genealogical societies
in Taiwan. For general use.
Wu shih tsung ch'in hui chi nien t'e chi j S ¡ ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ H i f e i $ i S - T'ai-pei: Wu shih tsung
ch'in hui, 1973.
Traces the history and genealogy of the Wu family and includes a list of the descendants in
Taiwan.
Yang, Hsu-hsien $||¡it§ jf. Tai-wan ch'ü hsing shih t'ang hao k'ao ^jj?El¿Jk.fe1j?J5J(&:^rT'ai-pei: T'ai-wan hsin sheng pao she, 1980.
A survey of sumames and genealogical societies in Taiwan. According to the author, the
recorded number of 1,694 sumames are used in Taiwan. This book traces the early Taiwanese
immigrants from China, analyzes the distribution of Taiwanese sumames, and describes the
historical background of the most frequentiy used one hundred sumames. A directory of
genealogical societies in Taiwan is provided in the appendix. For general use.
Yang shihp'u hui ^R^m
| S - T'ai-chung: T'ai-wan sheng ko hsing li shih yuan yuan fa chan
yen chiu hsueh hui, 1984.
A genealogical history of the Yang family in Taiwan.
Yang shih ta tsu p 'u %¡kffi¡~$ZW$.|§• Hsin-chu: Hsin-chu hsien Yang hsing tsung ch'in hui,
1982.
Traces the history and genealogy of the Yang family and includes a list of its descendants in
Taiwan.
Yang, T'ing-fu fltSe i § an^ Yang T'ung-fu ^||l5f fl§\ Ch'ing jen shih mingpieh ch'eng tzu
hao so yin i f | A J £ 4 = I 5?!Jir?-?*^^? I • Shang-hai: Shang-hai ku chi ch'u pan she,
1988. '
An index of pseudonyms used in the Ch'ing dynasty. In ancient China, it was considered
impolite to cali out or address someone by name directly, especially if the person was senior to
the caller in generational rank. Rather, the hao or nickname would be adopted to serve the
purpose. The utilization of shih ming, "house name," and other pseudonyms prospered in the
Ming dynasty and it was widely used during the Ch'ing dynasty. This index covers all the
prominent figures who were famous or important in politics, economics, science, medicine,
literature, and music in the Ch'ing dynasty. More than 36,000 persons and as many as 103,000
hao or pseudonyms are covered in this volume. For reference and research use.
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Yeh shih chiap'u

^R^SUI^.

Chi-lung: Ch'eng kung ch'u pan she, 1965.

A genealogical history of the Yeh family in Taiwan.
Yeh shih tsup'u ^jEftj^fli. Chang-hua hsien, Yuan-lin chen: San kuang wen hua ch'u pan
she, 1979.
A clan history and genealogy of the Yeh family in Taiwan.
Yeh shih tsup'u 3je,Ki^fi^ Chang-hua: Yeh shih tsu p'u pien chi pu, 1981.
Traces the genealogical history of the Yeh family in Taiwan.
Ying, Shao Jj|g|5, fl. 189-194. Feng su t'ung hsing shihp'ien M f § ? e i i ^ ¡ H - Pei-ching:
Chung-hua shu chü, 1985.
names connected to Chinese social customs. The book contains three parts: (1) an introduction
to popular sumames and their origins, (2) research on rare names, and (3) biographical descriptions
of the famous and important persons in the Northern Wei dynasty. For general use.
Yuan ch 'ao chen ming lu 5ti§!} j|L4ii £3< = Repertory ofproper names in Yuan literary sources.
3 vols. T'ai-pei: Nan t'ien ch'u pan yu hsien kung ssu, 1988.
A comprehensive index of sumames of Chinese literary authors in the Yuan dynasty. For
reference and research use.
Yuan, Yung-chin ^ J ^ j f e . Hsien tai Chung-kuo tso chia pi ming lu Ij^f^tftjiffifpgK^t^i
|J< = A list ofpseudonyms ofmodern Chinese authors. Peiping: Library Association of
China, 1936.
A pseudonym index to more than 550 modem Chinese authors arranged by character stroke
order of their personal names. This volume is used as a dictionary on contemporary Chinese
authors. For reference use.
English Language Publications
Aktar, Nasreen. "Indexing Asian names." Thelndexer: Journal of the Society ofIndexers 16,
no. 3 (April 1989): 156-58.
Western names always start with the given name and end with the sumame. In Asian countries,
the components of a person's name may be chosen and put together in very different ways. This
article analyzes the basic structure and usage of Asian names including Chinese, Indian, and
Arabic names.
Anderson, C. Frederick, and Henriette Liu Levy. "A guide to Chinese names." FBI Law
Enforcement Bulletin6\ (March 1992): 10-15.
This article discusses Chinese characters and dialects, the romanization systems commonly used
for transliteration of Chinese names, and the decision-making on recording Chinese proper
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names. A practical guide for general readers and professionals who are experiencing difficulties
in identifying individuais with Chinese names.
Ball, J. Dyer. "names." In Things Chinese, or Notes Connected with China (Detroit, MI:
TowerBooks, 1971), 413-18.
Introduces the different names that a Chinese has, including the milk name §=L4=i' D0°k name
t§4=i> hao § § , official name >6i4=i> posthumous name !§4a> flowery name >ffc4=i' c^an 0T
hall name ^ ^ j , and house name 1|[4a> and describes the various of names that a Chinese
emperor has used. For general use.
Basler, Barbara. "In British Hong Kong, memorable monikers." New York Times, 28 October
1993, International section, p. 15, col. 1.
In Hong Kong, tens of thousands of young Chinese take English names each year. The practice
took root about fifteen to twenty years ago. It began as a way of identifying with the ruling
class, or being identified by it. Now it has become a custom with the people used to facilitate
communicating with westerners. For general use.
Berlitz, Charles F. "Hwang it all—which Wong are you?" Horizon XIV, no. 3 (June 1972):
120.
Describes the phonetic difference between Chinese ideographic names that sound the same but
can be written differently and have different meanings. The article includes examples of how
American names such as Reagan, Nixon, and Kennedy can be translated into Chinese. For
general use.
Bin, Zhu, and Celia Millward. "Personal names in Chinese." names 35, no. 1 (March 1987):
8-21.
This paper includes the analysis of sumames, generation names, given names, and the description
of other names used by the Chinese people including courtesy names, assumed names, childhood
names, and epithet names. The authors compare the similarities and differences between English
and Chinese sumames, trace the origin of the most commonly used Chinese sumames, provide
the meanings of generation names with examples, and analyze the semantic fields represented by
most given names. An excellent article on the basics of Chinese personal names.
Bostwick, Arthur E. "Modern Chinese personal names." Library Journal 57 (15 October 1932):
868.
Suggests a uniform method of writing Chinese names in order to avoid the ambiguity and
mistakes made in cataloging and processing of modem Chinese personal names.
Chait, Ralph Milton. A chronological arrangement ofthe names ofall the Chinese emperors
and the dates oftheir reign together with lists of Chinese seal, character and symbolic
marks. New York: Privately printed, 1928.
This book was compiled by a Chinese art dealer who found the necessity of obtaining the precise
information concerning the date and reign of an early emperor in order to process the many
voluminous works written on China and its arts. A handy reference for students and collectors of
Chinese art work. For general use.
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Chen, Cheng-chih. A librarian's handbookfor use in Chinese-Japanese collections. New York:
Oriental Society, 1971.
With nearly 800 pages, this volume contains lists of romanized Chinese and Japanese surnames,
surnames in character stroke order, and Library of Congress classification schedules applied to
the vernacular collections. For American and European librarians with limited capability in the
Chinese and Japanese languages.
Ching, Frank. Ancestors: 900 yeasin the Ufe ofa Chinese family. New York: William Morrow
and Company, Inc., 1988.
Describes the author's research on the Qin clan of Wuxi. He journeyed during the past fifteen
years throughout China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. There were thirty-three generations from Qin
Quan, a prominent poet of the Sung dyansty, going back in time 900 years. The book is divided
into twenty-eight chapters, each one introducing one male member of the Qin family. Genealogical
diagrams of the Qin clan and its descendants are also included. For general readers as well as
scholars in Asian history, genealogy, and archaeological studies.
Cohen, Myron L. "Lineage organization in North China." Journal of Asian Studies 49, no. 3
(August 1990): 509-34.
The characteristics of lineages, including social structure, symbolism, and arrangement of ritual
in Yangmansa, a village of about 3,500 people and 650 families located in Xincheng county,
Hebei province, are analyzed in this article. Pages 515-19 reproduce the ancestral tablets and
ancestral scrolls rurnished by Yangmansa villagers in providing evidence of thefixedgenealogical
mode of kinship presented in ritual and in social representation. For scholars interested in
modern anthropological research of Chinese patrilineal kinship.
Dillon, Michael. Dictionaryof Chinese history. London: Frank Cass, 1979.
This dictionary provides an easy reference to the names and terms relating to Chinese civilization,
historical events, and personalities. Entries range from prehistory to the end of 1977. They
cover the classical pre-imperial period, the whole of the empire from 221 B.C. until its collapse
in 1911, the Republic, and the first twenty-eight years of the People's Republic. Important
personalities, dynasties and events, historical trends, social and economic history, and technology
are included in this volume. For general readers, historians, genealogists, and scholars.
"Exploring Chinese immigration." American Teacherl9, no. 3 (November 1994): 19.
Detailing Professor Betty Lee Sung's four-year project of sifting, reviewing, indexing, and
computer data entry of 581 boxes of Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) documents at
the New York Archives of Chinese people who carne to the United States. Information includes
pictures, letters, and extensive family histories of early Chinese immigrants who arrived in this
country between 1882 and 1946. For general readers and scholars interested in researching
Chinese immigration history.
Gates, Mary Jean. Chinese-Korean readings ofselected Chinese family namesfromGiles
Chinese-English dictionary in McCune-Reischauer romanization. S.I.: s.n., 1919.
Lists the Chinese family names in Wade-Giles romanization with their Chinese equivalents
followed by the McCune-Reischauer romanization. For reference use.
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Giles, Herbert A. Chinese biographical dictionary. Taipei: Literature House, 1964.
Contains a collection of 2,579 biographical descriptions of Chinese statesmen, generais, writers,
poets, and others. For general and academic audiences who are interested in the language,
literature, and politics of premodern China.
Harrison, Scott Edward. "Chinese names in English." Cataloging & Classification Quarterly
15, no. 2 (1992): 3-14.
Discusses the basic structure of Chinese names in the context of "standard Chinese" (Mandarin)
and analyzes the variant forms of the names of ethnic Chinese from Malaysia, Singapore, and
Hong Kong. For librarians and publishers who do not know Chinese but need to deal with the
problem of identifying the variant forms of Chinese personal names appearing in English-language
publications.
Hays, Constance L. "Archive yieldsrichdetails of era when Chinese were barred." New York
Times, 17 July 1994, Metro section, p. 25.
Includes the description of Betty Lee Sung's IMS project, involving the organization of thousands
of the early Chinese immigration documents within the period 1882 to 1946, for entry into a
computer database known as "Chinese Immigration Records." For general readers and scholars
researching Chinese immigration history.
Honey, David B. "Lineage as hgitimation in theriseof Liu Yuan ® J ^ and Shih Le 5 i t ) •"
Journal of the American Oriental Society 110, no. 4 (October-December 1990): 616-21.
Analyzes two prominent leaders in the nomadic conquest of Western Chin. The article examines
how Liu Yuan (ca. 250-310) linked the genealogical traditions associated with his sumame to
both the royal Han dynasty and Hsiung-nu lines and reviews the reasons that induced Shih Le
(ca. 280-332) to adopt both his sumame of "Stone" and personal name of "Inscription" to take
advantage of contemporary prophetic lore. For scholars tracing the history of the nomadic usage
of Chinese surnames.
Hook, J. N. "The Chinese and the Indochinese." In Family names: how our surnames carne to
America, (New York: Macmillan, 1982) part 4, chapter 32, 302-10.
This chapter provides a brief overview of Chinese immigration history, discusses the origins of
Chinese surnames, and explains the meaning of some common and representative Chinese names
as usually spelled in America. For general readers.
Hu, Qianli. "How to distinguish and catalog Chinese personal names." Cataloging & Classification
Quarterly 19, no. 1 (1994): 29-60.
This paper provides the following details: the distinction between Chinese last andfirstnames,
the derivation of Chinese names, the introduction of singular and compound names, different
forms of Chinese names, and suggestions for the Anglo-American cataloging rules, 2nd edtion,
on the cataloging of Chinese names. Lists Chinese popular names in pinyin and Wade-Giles
romanizations. Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Singapore systems are included in appendices. For
American librarians to distinguish and catalog Chinese personal names and for scholars interested
in researching the subject of Chinese names.
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Jones, Russell. Chinese names: notes on the use of sumantes & personal names by the Chinese
in Malaysia and Singapore. Selangor, Malaysia: Pelanduk Publications, 1984.
This book is based on a compilation of notes collected by the author. It discusses and analyzes
the variant fonns and sources of Chinese sumames and personal names commonly used by the
Chinese in Malaysia and Singapore. A comprehensive handbook for both general readers and
speciahsts in Chinese names.
Kang, Tai S. "name and group identification." Journal of Social Psychology 86, First Half
(1972): 159-60.
In a study which examines the correlation between name change and social behavior of a group
of Chinese students at the University of Minnesota in 1967, it was discovered that name changers
showed better socialization, economic adjustment, and social control than nonchangers.. For use
in social and psychological studies on Chinese names and the changing patterns of these names.
—. "name change and acculturation." Pacific Social Review 14 (1971): 403-12.
Studies a group of Chinese students at the University of Minnesota concerning the phenomenon
of name changes. Among the students being surveyed, those who anglicized their first names
showed better socialization, economic adjustment, and social control than those who did not.
For use in social and psychological reviews of Chinese names changes, particularly in adopting
western names.
Kiang, Kang Hu. "Chinese family system." In On Chinese studies (Shanghai: Commercial
Press, Limited, 1934), [415]-57.
Presents a comprehensive analysis of the Chinese family system, including its origin, evolution
in matrimonial custom, large family and polygamy, paternal power and filial piety, legacy and
inheritance, clan organization, constitution of clan government and its functions, the ancestral
hall, clan history, and the system of personal names. For upper division undergraduates and
scholars in Asian studies.
—. "Genealogy and family name origins of the Chinese." In On Chinese studies, [126]-44.
This article was written for the International Congress of Genealogy, San Francisco, in 1915. It
traces the development of Chinese surnames, including single and compound names, from the
Emperor Fu-hsi to the present, and describes the influence of foreign inhabitants on Chinese
surnames and the derivation of these names from eighteen different sources. Other subjects
include the system of family associations; the so-called tz'u t'ang |e|Jg[ "Hall for worship of
ancestors" where the individual family's genealogical record is preserved, the family name poem
which is composed of twenty unique characters in which all characters must be balanced in class
and different in toneto represent the middle names, or generation names, of the twenty generations
of the family; and the hereditary titles originating in the ancient feudal system. For researchers
in Asian history, genealogy, and anthropological studies.
Kitano, Harry H. L., Yeung Wai-tsang, Lynn Chai, et. al. "Asian-American interracial marriage."
Journal of Marriage and the Family 46, no. 1 (February 1984): 179-90.
Chinese surnames were used to measure thefrequencyof in marriages and out marriages, as was
also the surnames of Koreans and Japanese in Los Angeles and Hawaii. In Los Angeles, the
Japanese rate of out marriages was the highest, followed by the Chinese. The second position
was also taken by the Chinese in Hawaii.
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Kroger, Rolf O., Ken Cheng, and Isabel Leong. "Are the rules of address universal? a test of
Chinese usage." Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology 10, no. 4 (December 1979):
395-414.
Contains a questionnaire survey using Chinese names to formulate the Chinese forms of address
as part of the cross cultural research on invariant norms of address.
Lau, Shuk-fong, and Vicky Wang. "Chinese personal names and titles: problems in cataloging
and retrieval." Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 13, no. 2 (1991): 45-65.
Introduces the nature of Chinese characters, discusses the complications of cataloging and retrieval
of Chinese names and titles, and proposes solutions to improve access to Chinese-language
materials. The article analyzes Chinese sumames by distinguishing between the last and the first
name, the choice between different names used by the same author, and the use of variant
romanization schemes to transliterate the author's name and title. Excellent resource for librarians,
publishers, and researchers.
Lawson, Edwin D. Personal names and naming: an annotated bibliography. Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1987.
Includes over 1,200 annotated entries of forty-eight subject categories ranging from art and
psychology to zoology with cultural, ethnic, and geographical variations. Books and articles on
the subject of Chinese names are covered in this bibliography. For general and academic
audiences and for reference.
Li, David Leiwei. "The naming of a Chinese American T: cross-cultrual sign/ifications in The
woman warrior" Criticism XXX, no. 4 (September 1988): 497-515.
Discusses the character names in Maxine Hong Kingston's work of fiction. Of the six main
female characters in the book, two are referred to by their full names, two are addressed by their
first names, and another two are not given proper names. The analysis of the Chinese naming
system as it applies to the character names in the book and the connection of these names with
the identity, gender, and person in Chinese society are reviewed. For scholars and writers
interested in literary and social analyses of Chinese names.
Lin, Joseph C. "Chinese names containing a non-Chinese given name." Cataloging & Classification
Quarterly 9, no. 1(1988): 69-81.
Using actual examples, the author demonstrates the difficulties of identifying Chinese names
containing a non-Chinese given name and suggests various entry elements for these names based
on his analysis of the Anglo-American cataloging rules, lst and 2nd editions, concerning Chinese
names.
Lin, Shan. name your baby in Chinese. Union City, CA: Heian International, 1988.
The origin of Chinese sumames, Chinese sumames in Hanyu pinyin, commonly used Chinese
given names, and English personal names with Chinese equivalents are discussed in this book.
A perfect guide to assist parents in naming their children and to assist westemers in choosing a
Chinese name.
—. What's in a Chinese name. Singapore: Federal Publications, 1986.
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Includes chapters on the origin of Chinese sumames, the sumames list in Hanyu pinyin, commonly
used Chinese given names, a name and its relation to the animal sign, and the Chinese equivalents
of commonly used English personal names. The book contains over 900 examples of personal
names in simplified characters and Hanyu pinyin and is arranged alphabetically to help Chinese
parents make the perfect choice in naming their children and to assist westemers in choosing a
Chinese name knowing its meaning.
Lin, Yütang. "Certain Chinese names." Importance ofliving (New York: John Day Company),
Appendix A, 427-29.
Contains an introduction and a sample list of Chinese literary scholars, including their literary
names or tzu and fancy names or hao given by the authors themselves or by others. For general
use on names of Chinese literary authors.
—. "On Chinese names." Pleasures ofa nonconformist (New York: World Publishing Company,
1962), 225-27.
Contains comments on Chinese name styles and the usage of mis practice. For general use.
*

Lip, Evelyn. Choosing auspicious Chinese names. Singapore: Times Books International,
1988.
Guides the reader in choosing an appropriate and auspicious Chinese name through the analysis
ofyin-yang, the five elements, the total number of strokes in the full name, the Chinese horoscope,
and the eight characters (referring to a person's year, month, day, and hour of birth). This
volume is the first book written in English on the subject of analyzing Chinese names. For
general readers of all leveis as well as scholars interested in researching Chinese names.
Mayers, William Frederick. "Index of proper names." In Chinese reader's manual (Detroit, MI:
Gale Research Company, 1968), Part 1,1-312.
Contains chiefly biographical information on the ancient Chinese scholars, emperors, military
officials, and literary authors. Arranged alphabetically, this part of the work collects a total
number of 974 Chinese proper names. For general reference.
Meskill, Johanna Menzel. A Chinese pioneer family: the Lins ofWu-feng, Taiwan, 1729-1895.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979.
The book takes the Lin family as the framework for social research on Taiwanese local history.
It describes not only the individuais of the Lin family but also locates them in Taiwan during the
centuries of its rapid sinicization, especially from 1683 to 1895. The book is divided into three
parts: (1) pioneers on a Chinese frontier, (2) the Lins and the crisis of the Chinese state, and (3)
the making of a Taiwanese gentry family. It also contains maps and figures. For general readers
as well as scholars of social and genealogical research on Taiwanese local history.
Mossman, Jennifer, ed. Pseudonyms and nicknames dictionary. 2 vols. Detroit, MI: Gale
Research Company, 1987.
Identifies the original names behind the pseudonyms, stage names, nicknames, and other types of
assumed names selected by individuais throughout the world. The dictionary contains more than
55,000 original names and 80,000 assumed names of authors, entertainers, athletes, politicians,
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criminais, military leaders, monarchs, and business executives, among others. Examples of
prominent Chinese historicalfiguressuch as Confucius are covered. For reference use.
Reference aid: handbookfor pinyin romanization of Chinese proper names. Arlington, VA:
Joint Publications Research Service, 1978.
This pamphlet discusses the adoption of the Chinese pinyin system by the State Council of the
People's Republic of China on 1 January 1979 to be used for the romanization of PRC names
and places and includes Wade-Giles to pinyin conversion charts, a list of major PRC political and
military leaders' names, Chinese place names, and a PRC map in pinyin. For both general and
scholarly use. Recommended for librarians, publishers, and book indexers who handle the
transliterations or conversion of Chinese namesfromWade-Giles to pinyin or vice versa.
Shanghai Evening News. "New findings in sumame research." Beijing Review 30, no. 22 (1
June 1987): 28-29.
Reports the findings in Chinese sumame research by Du Ruofu and Yuan Yida at the Institute of
Genetics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Based on the census statistical data collected in
China and Taiwan, they found 1,066 sumames among the Han people. Further research will be
achieved through the analysis of the blood relationship among the people carrying these names
and their rate of migration in different regions. For general readers and scholars interested in
researching Chinese sumames.
Smith, Arthur H. "Village nomenclature." In Village Ufe in China (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1970), 16-19.
Describes the attachment of Chinese sumames to the designation of villages, family settlements,
or temples. Examples of using sumames in village nomenclature are given. Of a general and
interesting nature.
—. "Village boys and men." In Village Ufe in China, 179-95.
Describes the status of males in the traditional Chinese village and introduces the names given to
Chinese children.
Smith, Elsdon C. "names in other countries: China." In The story ofour names (Detroit, MI:
Gale Research Company, 1970), [124]-29.
Describes the history of Chinese sumames, the variant forms of names, and the common usage
of these names. For general use.
—. Personal names: a bibliography. New York: The New York Public Library, 1952.
This volume contains over 3,400 references on names with complete citations, location of the
work, and comments (rated good, fair, or poor) on books, articles, and book chapters. It covers
all areas of names and naming from animais and the Bible to nicknames and psychology.
Forty-five entries are listed under the subject of Chinese names for works published between
1920 and 1950. The New York Public Library is the major location of the works listed in this
bibliography. For reference in public and academic libraries.
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Smith, Frederick Porter. A vocabulary ofproper names in Chinese and English ofplaces,
persons, tribes, and sects, in China, Japan, Korea, Annam, Siam, Burmah, the Straits and
adjacent countries. Shanghai: Presbyterian Mission Press, 1870.
Arranged alphabetically according to Mandarin pronunciation, this bilingual Chinese and English
list contains matters of historical, classical, geographical, and commercial interest of proper
names of persons, places, dynasties, tribes, and sects. Suitable for general readers, writers, and
translators who have an interest in and a relation to Asians. For reference use.
"Spoüight on Chinese immigration." On Campus 14, no. 2 (October 1994): 17.
Describes Betty Lee Sung's research project at the New York Regional Archives. It involves the
investigation of nearly 600 boxes of INS documents for early Chinese immigrants who carne to
the United States between 1882 and 1946. These records are entered into a database and can be
made available to the general public and to scholars interested in researching Chinese immigration
history.
Tan, Chek-neng. "Chinese personal names." Library Association Record 88 (November 1986):
551.
Includes a brief history of Chinese names and provides the format and practice of Chinese
personal names in English. Suggestions are made to improve the standardization of these names
in conformity with library catalaging rules. For general readers and library catalogers.
Variant transliterations of Chinese sumantes. S.I.: s.n., 1966.
Lists variant spellings of Chinese surnames as found in official documents by the compiler over
the past ten years. It includes variant forms of the name in Wade-Giles transliteration and the
possible country of origin as supported in the original source.
Watson, Rubie S. "The named and the nameless: gender and person in Chinese society."
American Ethnologist 13 (November 1986): 619-31.
Personal naming marks an important social transition in Chinese society for both men and
women. The distinctive feature of Chinese personal names is analyzed using the case study of
ethnographic evidence gathered in the village of Ha Tsuen, a single-lineage village located in the
northwest corner of Hong Kong New Territories. For academic audiences.
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